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ABSTRACT
Since the recent incidence of global COVID-19 pandemic, expertise
from different domains including scientists, clinicians, and healthcare
experts keep on exploring for technologies to manage the COVID-19
data. Updated and accurate data collection is very critical for them to
make a more effective and efficient decision on any aspects of the
emergency consequences and events. Although some of them are
inexpert data scientists, the important skills and knowledges to extract
the recent data on COVID-19 is web data extraction and analysis.
While tremendous of literature can be referred from the academic
databases, it is difficult to find the report that presents the basis and
fundamental methods for implementing web data analysis in a simple
way with a rapid software platform. This paper demonstrates a simple
framework for implementing web data extraction or web scraping to be
analyzed in a rapid software platform. Python scripting language is the
simple tool to conduct the web scraping method while RapidMiner is
the rapid software for implementing the data visualization and
analysis. Simple linear regression based on machine learning
approach has been implemented with the RapidMiner to predict
COVID-19 death based on the collected data. This paper will be useful
for academicians and industry practitioners to conduct a more robust
data analysis to accommodate a more challenge issue such as big
data analytics in any domains.
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1 Introduction
The world is on the rise of complexity and uncertainty mainly since the COVID-19 impact.
The COVID-19 infectious disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, was declared as pandemic by
the World Health Organization (WHO) in the early months of 2020. Between 2020-2022, a huge
number of peer reviewed journal articles with COVID-19 search keywords have been published to be
available in major databases such as 170,290 articles in the Web of Sciences and 204,187 in the
SCOPUS. This is a great indicator to show a rapid progress of interest and attention on COVID-19
to be resolved through a vast amount of critical research. Analyzing the recent states and preparing
the future actions for COVID-19 or other pandemics is highly critical.
The web is a reliable and major source of information for COVID-19 to be viewed by many
peoples from different background and expertise. Recently, with the continuous information overload
over the web, collecting data from the web to be saved to a file system or database for later retrieval
and analysis is becoming more crucial compared to conventional data collection methods[1]. Due to
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the fact that heterogeneous data will be massively generated on the web, web scraping is widely
acknowledged as the powerful and remarkable technique for collecting data. The techniques must
be grasp not just for scientist with computer expertise but also for the inexpert data scientist from
many domains of research areas.
The contributions of this paper are two-folds. Firstly, it presents the framework of
implementing web scraping with Python scripting language. Secondly, it demonstrates a simple way
to conduct pre-processing data mining on the collected data in a rapid software tool to further been
analyzed using a simple linear regression in predicting COVID-19 death. The fundamental
methodology presented in this paper will be valuable for researchers, academicians, politicians and
scientists mainly to those inexpert in programming.

2 Literature Review
Web scraping is the recent technique in Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
and big data technology to allow web data extraction that are publicly available on the internet such
as from websites and social media contents. Examples of social media that commonly used for web
scraping are Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. The challenge of web scraping is the contents are
constantly change and once the website’s structure has changed, the scraper tool might not be able
to navigate the sitemap correctly or find the relevant information. However, the good side is that the
changes to websites are normally small and incremental, so only minimal adjustments are needed
to the scraper tool. Constant maintenance on the scraper tool would need a rapid and easy platform
and programming codes. Python is the most commonly used scripting language to support a variety
of data science tasks including web scraping[2].
Web scraping on COVID-19 information has been the most interesting topic since the
pandemic was declared in 2020. Researchers in [3], used Twitter and web news to conduct a
predictive analytic of the outbreak. Similarly, Twitter was used in [4] for the researchers to perform
semantic analysis and opinion mining from the global netizen on the COVID-19. Focused on
Instagram social media, the researchers have extracted text and images from the website to be
analyzed and presented in a form of interactive data visualization. Concerned with employees
emotion due to remote work during COVID-19, researchers in [5] have conducted a sentiment
analysis based on Twitter data
scraping. Sentiment analysis based on web scraping data collection have also been conducted in
other domains related to COVID-19 impacts such is online learning[6], tourism[7] and Bitcoin[8].
Besides web scraping, machine learning is the promising technology in resolving COVID19 issue[9]. As for examples, machine learning was used in COVID-19 diagnosis to estimate the
patient risk of infection [10]. More interesting in [11], the researchers used a set of chest x-ray images
to develop a machine learning classification model to detect the level of COVID-19 infections. Deep
learning is an advanced technique in machine learning used by researchers in [12] to develop the
COVID-19 forecasting model. Other than machine learning approach, predicting mortality risk has
been conducted in [13] by using convention logistics regression method. Similarly, by using the
conventional systematic review, meta-analysis and meta-regression, the relationships between
diabetes mellitus and COVID-19 mortality risks can identified in [14].
In all the mentioned literatures, no detail implementation has been reported on the web
scraping technique. In[15], the researchers presents the taxonomy of web extraction tools but rather
focused on the theoretical than demonstrating the implementation codes. This paper filling the gap to
demonstrates the use of Python programming to easily implement the process of web scraping.
Furthermore, how to use the collected data to be analyzed in a rapid software is also presented in
this paper.

3. Research Method
3.1 Data collection
Conventional method for data collection mostly relied on survey of questionnaires, interview
and observation but web scraping is the latest appealing way to automate the process of data
collection. Python programming language is simple to be used by inexpert programmer as it provides
a huge set of libraries that were developed to performed specific application, including web scraping.
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As a second higher programming language, all the libraries were developed from the complex
programming language like C, C++ or JAVA by the Python developers. Thus, Python is categorized
as a scripting language, which can be practiced easier compared to the complex programming
language. There are many libraries have been developed for Python to support web scraping,
including Scrapy, Request, Urllib, Beautiful Soup and Selenium. Beautiful Soup is the best choice
to be used mainly if the web documents are not structured[16]. Figure 1 shows the first part of the
Python codes to implement web scraping with Beautiful Soup library.

Figure 1. The Python codes to call Beautiful Soup library
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The Python codes in Figure 1 were developed in Jupyter Notebook[17] platform that can be
installed in a local computer or with online Jupyter Notebook such as JupyterLab, CoCalc and Colab.
Jupyter Notebook is an interactive web-based editor for creating, sharing and editing documents that
consists of program codes, rich media and text. Jupyter Notebook are embraced by the research
community to allow easy and flexible platform for programmers mainly for the inexpert. For this
research, the website address for the data collection is https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
to be set in a variable named as covidURL (refer to In [13]). The next step is to inspect the website’s
document object model (DOM) by right-clicking on the page and selecting the Inspect option or using
a keyboard shortcut (Ctrl+Shift+I). The developer tool as depicted in Figure 2 allows the users to
interactively explore the websites’ DOM.

Figure 2. The HTML codes viewed in developer tool for the websites’ DOM
The developer tool will display the websites DOM when the Elements tab is selected and
users can see the structure of the websites with the clickable HTML elements. Selecting the element
codes line by line will be linked to be highlighted in the website page. In Figure 1, line In [16] consists
of the codes to set the websites contents to be extracted. Then, converting the dataset series into a
Python data frame can be written with codes given in Figure 3. Figure 4 presents the Python codes
to display to data frame contents.
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Figure 3. The Python codes to convert the web extraction data in a data frame

Figure 4. Display the data frame contents
By using Python codes dataset.to_csv(“dataset.csv”) the data frame contents were
converted into a CSV file to be ready used in the RapidMiner for the next research activities started
with data inspection.
3.2 Data inspection
The data from web scraping have to be inspected and most probably problem of the data is
missing values, which can be done in RapidMiner. Figure 5 shows that the data in CSV consists of
some missing values to be processed.

Figure 5. The collected web data in CSV with missing value
By using Replace Missing Values operator as seen in Figure 7, the missing values of the
dataset can be replaced by any replenishment value. RapidMiner provides alternatives of techniques
to replace the missing value, which by default when user set none, the missing values are not be
replaced. Other techniques are minimum, maximum, average, zero and value[18]. Figure 6 shows
the process of replacing missing values with average technique and the results can be viewed in
Figure 7.
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Figure 6. RapidMiner Proses for replacing the missing values

Figure 7. The new dataset after replacing the missing values
3.3 Data visualization
Data visualization is to provide a better insight of the collected data in graphical forms such
as maps or graphs to highlight the COVID-19 trends and patterns. Data visualization is important for
the decision makers to absorb information quickly and make faster decisions. In this study, word
cloud and bubble data visualization have been developed in the RapidMiner software tool.
3.4 Predictive analysis
In this research, simple linear regression based on machine learning approach was used to
develop a death prediction model based on the total cases and Figure 8 is the process in RapidMiner.

Figure 8. Implementing machine learning with simple linear regression algorithm
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By using machine learning approach, the collected dataset needs to be split for training and
testing datasets. In the Split Data operator, the split ratio was set to 70:30 from the 300 records. Set
Role operator is to set the dependent variable in this case is the COVID-19 death.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Data visualization
Word cloud is a collection or cluster of words depicted in different sizes to be used in this
research to present the pattern of the collected data as seen in Figure 9. The United States of
America faced the highest cases of COVID-19 followed with Brazil based on the collected data.

Figure 9. Word cloud
Furthermore, the function of the packed bubble chart to display data in a cluster of circles.
Dimensions define the individual bubbles and measures represent the size and color of the different
circles. Based on the packed bubble in Figure 10, the United States of America is the most total
death in the world followed by the United Kingdom.

Figure 10. Bubble chart
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4.2 Linear Regression
Figure 11 presents the total death based on the prediction and the real values. The prediction
values have been produced closely matched with the real values to present the good accuracy of
the machine learning linear regression model.

Figure 11. Prediction chart
The R squared of the regression model is 0.89, which considered as good fit enough to
present the prediction accuracy as presented in Figure 12, from the RapidMiner.

Figure 12. Result of R squared
The squared correlation coefficient or R squared shows the percentage variation in y (total
death), which is explained by the independent variable (total cases). The higher the value means the
better is the prediction model. Figure 13 is the correlation coefficient between the IV and the DV.

Figure 13. Result of correlation coefficient
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The correlation coefficient represents that every total case of COVID-19 will increase the
total death of the world population by 0.056. Based on the table, the p-value is less than 0.05, to
reject the null hypothesis that total cases not influencing the total death.

5. Conclusion
This paper provides the fundamental implementation techniques on web mining with web
scraping data collection and machine learning linear regression on COVID-19. The knowledges are
useful for inexpert data scientists to conduct a more extensive web data extraction and rapid data
analysis. This research can be expanded by using a more complex data from the website as well as
to deploy another type of machine learning predictive analytic. Auto model machine learning and
deep learning are the recent advancement of machine learning that would be useful for implementing
predictive analytic on a complex dataset.
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